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Abstract: The shape memory effect of highly oriented long-chain-branched
Poly(lactic acid) (LCB-PLA) prepared through solid-phase die drawing technology
was studied by comparison with PLA. When the recovery temperature increased form
60 oC to 120 oC, for PLA, only one-step recovery at about 80oC can be observed and
the recovery ratio was below 21.5%, while, for LCB-PLA, multiple recovery behavior
with high recovery ratio of 78.8% can be achieved. For oriented PLA, the recovery
curve of the final sample showed the same trend with that of sample suffering just
free drawing; while for oriented LCB-PLA, the recovery curve of the final sample
showed the same trend with that of sample suffering just die drawing. After shape
recovery, the mechanical properties of LCB-PLA showed a linear downward trend
with the recovery temperature. Together with amorphous phase, the oriented
mesomorphic phase, which formed during solid die drawing, can act as switching
domains. And thus, upon heating, the chain segment of amorphous phase relaxed at
first and triggered the first macroscopical shape recovery, leading to the decrease of
long period (Lac) and the thickness of the amorphous layer (La). Then, with further
increasing temperature, the oriented mesomorphic phase gradually relaxed resulting
subsequently multi-shape recovery, and the Lac and the La further decreased.
Therefore, by regulating the recovery temperature of oriented LCB-PLA, the shape
recovery ratio and mechanical strength can be controlled effectively, and thus the selfreinforced and self-fastening effect can be achieved simultaneously for PLA as bone
fixation material.
Keywords: Long-chain-branched poly (lactic acid) (LCB-PLA); Solid-phase die
drawing; Multiple shape memory behavior; Recovery mechanism
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INTRODUCTION
Poly (lactic acid) (PLA, –[CH(CH3)COO]n–) was recognized as a very promising
substitute for biomedical materials because of its nontoxic nature, biocompatibility
and biodegradability, and approved for use in a number of clinical applications by
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) [1~5]. The development of high strength PLA
materials as absorbable bone fixation devices started in the 1970s. Compared with
conventional metallic and ceramic bone fixation materials, the superior biomechanical
properties and appropriate degradation rate of PLA made it to be a promising
alternative for temporary bone fracture, which can decrease morbidity of the surgical
complications by avoiding stress shielding and the necessity of a second operation
[6~7]. However, some properties of PLA were far less than expected when it acts as
implanted bone fixation materials: the mechanical strength of non-reinforced PLA for
fixation of weight loading bones is not sufficient; some intelligent functionality such as
self-fastening property is deficient compared with some shape memory alloy.
Molecular orientation could significantly enhance the mechanical properties of
PLA. Long Y et al. prepared amorphous and semi-crystalline PLA ﬁlms with oriented
structure through die extrusion [8]. The tensile strength and modulus at a draw ratio of
200% could be more than 121 MPa and 3.8 GPa, respectively. Yuan et al. prepared
PLLA ﬁbers via the melt-spinning method, and the tensile modulus of 3.6~5.4 GPa
was achieved at the draw ratio of 589% [9]. By using the method of dry-jet-wet
spinning, Bhuvanesh Gupta et al. also prepared PLA ﬁbers, showing that the draw
ratio could reach the maximum of 1000% and the draw ratio showed important
influence on its structural development [10]. In our previous study, for the purpose of
overcoming the great difficulty in ultra-drawing of PLA due to its very low melt
strength, thereby obtaining high degree of orientation, through reactive processing,
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long-chain-branched PLA (LCB-PLA) was prepared [11]. Very high draw ratio about
1200% can be achieved for LCB-PLA, and for the oriented sample, the tensile
modulus and strength can reach up to 7.2 GPa and 228 MPa, respectively, which
basically satisfied its application as born ﬁxation materials [12].
As a kind of semi-crystalline polymer, for both PLA and LCB-PLA, their
crystalline domains and molecular entanglement can serve as the fixed phase, while
their amorphous domains can act as the reversible phase to realize thermally induced
shape memory effect to a certain extent, and thus self-fastening function can be
achieved for PLA to be used as implant bone fixation screw. However, literatures,
which explained the shape memory behavior of PLA influenced by orientation, could
be hardly available.
Solid die drawing technology is one of the convenient methods for molecular
orientation of polymers in solid state. Compared with other orientation processes,
such as free solid drawing [13, 14] and electrospinning [15, 16], through solid die
drawing process, not only high production rates and high orientation can be achieved
without using complex processing apparatus, but thick section samples including
tubes, tapes, etc. can also be produced [17, 18]. Die drawing process can be divided
into two stages, including die drawing stage, during which samples are axially
deformed within the die, and free drawing stage, during which samples undergo free
drawing out of the die exit and further axial extension occurs. Because quite different
structure formed for PLA samples with different entanglement during the above
mentioned two stages of solid die drawing, it’s necessary to study the effect of the two
stages of solid die drawing on the recovery ratio of samples to obtain better
understanding on the shape recovery behavior of oriented samples produced through
this technology.
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In this work, highly oriented PLA and LCB-PLA samples were obtained via the
technology of solid die drawing. The influence of recovery temperature and different
stages of solid die drawing process on the shape memory behavior of the highly
oriented samples was studied. The evolution of the oriented crystalline structure
during orientation process and shape recovery process was explored for both PLA and
LCB-PLA, and thus the recovery mechanism was revealed, aiming to simultaneously
realize self-enhancement and self-fastening effect through adjusting the recovery
temperature and shape recovery ratio when acted as bone fixation material.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
Poly (lactic acid) (PLA) was purchased from Nature Works Co., USA, while the
molecular weight (Mw) was about 1 × 105 and the molecular weight distribution index
(Mw/Mn) was about 1.21. Pyromellitic dianhydride and Pentaerythritol polyglycidyl
ether were supplied by Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Company and Energy Chemical
Reagent Company, respectively.
Orientation of PLA and LCB-PLA samples
LCB-PLA samples were obtained based on our previous work [9]. Orientation of
PLA and LCB-PLA samples was performed on a die-drawing apparatus. Firstly, PLA
and LCB-PLA billets were preheated for 3~15 min at 60~100oC, and then they were
drawn through the die.
Measurements
Shape memory behavior
By putting oriented PLA samples in the thermostatic oil bath with temperature of
60, 80, 100 and 120oC, respectively, for 30 min, the shape recovery behavior of highly
oriented PLA samples was examined. The shape recovery ratio (Rr) of the samples
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could be calculated as follow [19]:
Rr=(L1-L2)/( L1-L0)

(1)

where，L0 was the sample length before deformation; L1 was the sample length after
deformation; L2 was the sample length after recovery.
Dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA)
Dynamic mechanical analyses of PLA samples were conducted on the DMA
Q-800 (TA Instruments, USA) to further characterize their one-way shape recovery
behavior under a controlled force actuator mode. The heating rates were 10oC/min.
Recovery ratio (Rε) can be calculated as below [20]:
Rε=(ε-εrec)/ε•100%

(2)

where, ε and εrec were the strains before and after recovery, respectively.
Two-dimensional wide-angle X-ray diffraction (2D-WAXD) analysis
2D-WAXD analysis of PLA samples was performed on the D8 Discover
2D-WAXD (Bruker AXS Co., Germany) at the ambient temperature.
Two-dimensional small-angle X-ray scattering (2D-SAXS) analysis
2D-SAXS analysis of PLA samples was conducted by using the Synchrotron
Radiation Facility (Shanghai) with a beam line of BL16B1 (λ= 1.24A).
RESULTS
The effect of recovery temperature on the shape memory behavior of oriented
PLA and LCB-PLA
Photos of highly oriented PLA and LCB-PLA samples after recovery at different
temperature were shown in Fig.1. Obviously, the lengths of the two kinds of samples
before recovery were 11.5~11.8mm. After samples being recovered at 60oC, the
sample lengths remained almost constant for both samples. With increasing recovery
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temperature from 60 oC to 120 oC, for PLA, only one clear recovery of the sample
length from 11.5 mm to 10.6 mm can be observed at about 80oC, and the Rr was about
12%. While for LCB-PLA, an obvious recovery of the sample length from 11.8 mm to
10.5 mm can also be observed at 80 oC, moreover, when the recovery temperature
further increased to 100~120 oC, the sample lengths presented to recover further from
10.5 mm to 8.8~5.4 mm, and the Rr can reached about 85.5% at 120 oC. Therefore, it
can be concluded that, during this whole process, multiple recovery behavior with
high Rr can be achieved for oriented LCB-PLA sample.

Fig. 1 Photos of shape recovery process for oriented PLA and LCB-PLA after recovery at different
temperature

In order to further explore the shape recovery behavior of highly oriented PLA as
bone fixation materials, DMA measurement was conducted and an intermittently
heating procedure was made for the test. During this procedure, oriented PLA samples
were quickly heated to 40, 60, 80, 100, 120oC and maintained at each temperature for
about 15 minutes to make sure that samples recovered their shape completely. As
shown in Fig.2(a~b), it can be seen that, when the recovery temperature was below
60°C, the recovery ratio (Rε) was very low for both oriented PLA and LCB-PLA
samples, which may be attributed to that the glassy state hindered the movement of
PLA chains at low temperature (<Tg). When samples were heated to 80°C, the Rε of
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21.5% was achieved for PLA, and thereafter, with the continuous increase of recovery
temperature from 80°C to 120°C, the Rε of PLA samples maintained constant instead
of increasing continually, indicating the one-step recovery at 80oC. While, for oriented
LCB-PLA samples, Rε reached 22.7% at 80 °C, and then that value increased
respectively to 43.6% at 100 °C and 78.8% at 120 °C, suggesting the obvious multiple
shape recovery behavior.
The recovery stress of oriented samples during recovery was shown in Fig.2(c).
When the recovery temperature was below 80o C, for both PLA and LCB-PLA, the
recovery stress increased sharply with temperature. However, when the temperature
further increased, for PLA, the recovery stress decreased obviously, while for
LCB-PLA, it remained at a relatively high value, suggesting the high driving force for
shape recovery in the range of 60~120 oC.

Fig. 2 DMA curves of oriented (a) PLA and (b) LCB-PLA during shape recovery process; (c)
Recovery stress of oriented PLA and LCB-PLA
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Shape memory behavior of oriented PLA and LCB-PLA at different stage of
solid-phase die drawing process
As shown in Fig.3, in the orientation process of solid die drawing, PLA sample
was made up of three distinct zones: undeformed part (Region І), the part which
deformed within the die (Region П) and the part drawn out of the die where a
substantial free drawing can occur (Region Ш). The shape recovery behavior of all
oriented samples at two portions along the drawing direction was investigated as
shown in Fig. 3: the sample at Portion B in Region П, which was just drawn out of the
die exit, underwent only die drawing; the sample at Portion C in Region Ш underwent
both die drawing and free drawing.

Fig. 3 Three distinct zones of PLA samples during die drawing

The 2D-WAXD patterns at these two portions for PLA and LCB-PLA samples
after orientation and recovery were shown in Fig.4. For the oriented samples before
recovery, two strong circular spots on the equator of (200)/(110) reflection and a
four-point image of (203) reflection can be observed demonstrating that PLA chains
oriented along the drawing direction. For samples after being recovered under 60oC,
the patterns kept almost unchanged compared with the samples before recovery. When
the temperature increased to 80~120 oC, the four-point image of (203) reflection of
PLA and LCB-PLA samples disappeared gradually, suggesting the obvious recovery
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of samples.

Fig. 4 2D-WAXD patterns of oriented PLA and LCB-PLA samples after orientation and recovery

The orientation factors (F) of PLA samples can be calculated as follows [21]:
𝑭=
〈𝐜𝐨𝐬𝟐

𝟑〈𝐜𝐨𝐬 𝟐 ∅〉−𝟏
𝟐
𝝅/𝟐

∅〉 =

∫𝟎

𝑰(∅) 𝐬𝐢𝐧 ∅ 𝐜𝐨𝐬 𝟐 ∅𝒅∅

𝝅/𝟐
∫𝟎 𝑰(∅) 𝐬𝐢𝐧 ∅𝒅∅

(3)
(4)

where I(Φ) was the scattering intensity along the angle Φ.
Moreover, Fdie, the orientation factor of the sample just suffering die drawing, can
be determined by the sample located at Portion B, while Ffinal, the orientation factor of
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the final sample, can be determined by the sample located at Portion C, and thus, Ffree,
the orientation factor of the sample just suffering free drawing outside the die, can be
calculated as:
Ffree =Ffinal-Fdie

(5)

Then, the recovery of orientation degree (R OD) can be calculated as:
ROD-final =（Ffinal-Frec-final）/ Ffinal·100％

(6)

R

OD-die

=（Fdie-Frec-die）/ Fdie·100％

(7)

R

OD-free

=（Ffree-Frec-free）/ Ffree·100％

(8)

where, Ffinal, Fdie and Ffree were the orientation factor of the final oriented sample,
sample just suffering die drawing and sample just suffering free drawing before
recovery, respectively; Frec-final, Frec-die and Frec-free were the orientation factor of the
final oriented samples, sample just suffering die drawing and sample just suffering
free drawing after recovery.
As shown in Fig.5, the contribution of die drawing and free drawing to the ROD
of PLA samples at different recovery temperatures was discriminated. At Portion C
where the final oriented samples were produced, the ROD-final of PLA samples showed
the trend of increasing at first and then keeping stable with the increase of recovery
temperature. For LCB-PLA samples, the ROD-final increased continuously in the whole
temperature range, and moreover, when the temperature was higher than 80oC,
ROD-final increased with a very high speed. At portion B, where samples just suffered
die drawing, the ROD-die of PLA samples increased gradually with the recovery
temperature, while ROD-die of LCB-PLA samples increased sharply above 80oC. For
samples just suffering free drawing, the ROD-free values of both PLA and LCB-PLA
samples increased quickly at first and then kept constant. Therefore, it can be
concluded that, for oriented PLA, the recovery curve of the final sample showed the
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same trend with that of sample suffering just free drawing; while for oriented
LCB-PLA, the recovery curve of the final sample showed the same trend with that of
sample drawn just with die.

Fig. 5 The effect of die drawing process and free drawing process on the recovery ratio of oriented
PLA and LCB-PLA samples

The effect of shape recovery on the mechanical properties of highly oriented PLA
and LCB-PLA
After shape recovery, the mechanical properties of highly oriented PLA and
LCB-PLA were shown in Fig.6. For PLA, the tensile strength and modulus decreased
as the recovery temperature increased from 60°C to 80°C and then maintained
constant with continuously increasing temperature from 80°C to 120°C. While, for
LCB-PLA, its mechanical properties were strongly dependent on the recovery
temperature. When the temperature increased from 60°C to 120°C, both the tensile
strength and the modulus nearly showed a linear downward trend with the temperature.
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Therefore, by regulating the recovery temperature of oriented LCB-PLA, the shape
recovery ratio and mechanical strength can be effectively controlled, and thus the selfreinforced and self-fastening effect can be achieved simultaneously for PLA as bone
fixation material.

Fig. 6 Mechanical properties of PLA (a) and LCB-PLA (b) after recovery at different temperature

DISCUSSION
The different influence of die drawing and free drawing on the recovery
behaviors may be attributed to the different entanglement degree and orientation
structure formed during drawing process between PLA and LCB-PLA. So, in order to
explore the shape recovery mechanism of highly oriented PLA samples, the structure
evolution on the nanoscale for PLA and LCB-PLA during orientation process of solid
die drawing and shape recovery process was studied.
For PLA, the 2D-SAXS patterns of the sample at Portion A, B and C after die
drawing and shape recovery were illustrated in Fig.7. For samples at Portion A, the
pattern of 2D-SAXD showed circle-like scattering profile, which was the result of the
isotropic morphology, indicating the absence of any detectable orientation structures.
For samples at Portion B after orientation, the 2D-SAXD pattern showed elliptical arc
pattern, which suggested that supermolecular structure with less orientation (most
likely oriented spherulits) existed in the sample. For samples at Portion C after
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orientation, a strong streak pattern on the equator was observed indicating that the
superstructure of the sample was mainly a fibrillar structure. After being recovered at
different temperature, the 2D-SAXD patterns of the samples at Portion B changed
little. While, for the pattern of samples at Portion C after recovery, the signal along
the equator direction was shortened, indicating that the orientation degree of the
sample was reduced and the periodicity was weakened.

Fig. 7 2D-SAXS patterns of PLA at Portion B and Portion C during die drawing and shape recovery
process

For further studying the inner structure of long period, known as being composed
of the crystalline and amorphous region, more detailed information could be acquired
from the electron density correlation function K(z) as follows [22]:
∞

∫ 𝐼（q）cos(qz)dq

K(z)= 0

∞

∫0 𝐼（q）dq

(9)

where z was the drawing direction.
The K(z) curves of PLA samples after orientation and shape recovery were
shown in Fig.8(a). The position of the first peak minimum corresponded with the
lamellar thickness (Lc), while the position of the first peak maximum corresponded
with the long period (Lac), and thus the average thickness of the amorphous layer (La)
was then given by the relation of La= Lac- Lc.
The variation of Lac, Lc and La of PLA samples during orientation and shape
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recovery process was shown as Fig. 8(b). During orientation process, compared with
the undeformed sample at Portion A, for samples just suffering die drawing at Portion
B, the Lac, La and Lc value almost remained constant, resulting from the low
orientation degree and crystallinity of PLA samples induced by the die drawing
process. However, when samples were first drawn through the die and then were free
drawn at Portion C, the values of Lac, La and Lc increased.
During the shape recovery process for PLA samples at Portion B, with increasing
recovery temperature from 60°C to 120°C, the Lac, La and Lc maintained almost
constant. At Portion C, with increasing recovery temperature from 60°C to 80°C, the
Lac and La decreased while Lc maintained constant, suggesting that the shape recovery
behavior at 80°C was resulted from the chain relaxation of the amorphous phase of
PLA. With the further increase of recovery temperature from 80°C to 120°C, the Lac,
La and Lc of PLA samples maintained constant.
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Fig. 8 K(z) curves (a) and the average value of Lac, La, Lc (b) of PLA during die drawing and shape
recovery process

As shown in Fig.9, the size of the lamellae (Llateral) can be derived from the
scattering intensity distribution (I(qy)) along the qy direction according to
Llateral=2π/Δqy (Δqy was the width of the peak at half height of the curve). [23]
The average values of Llateral for PLA samples at Portion A, B and C during die
drawing process and shape recovery process were shown in Fig.9(b). Obviously, when
PLA were first drawn through the die and then was free drawing, Llateral decreased
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gradually, indicating the formation of small lamellae due to stress-induced
crystallization. During shape recovery process, at both Portion B and Portion C, with
increasing recovery temperature from 60°C to 120°C, the Llateral further decreased for
PLA samples, indicating the chain relaxation, rearrangement and cold crystallization
of amorphous phase of PLA and thus the formation of small size lamellae.

Fig. 9 The I(qy) curves (a) and the average value of Llateral (b) for PLA during die drawing and
shape recovery process

Meanwhile, 2D-SAXS was also performed to explore the structure evolution and
the shape recovery mechanism of highly oriented LCB-PLA samples. The 2D-SAXS
patterns for LCB-PLA samples after die drawing and shape recovery was shown in
Fig.10. It can be seen that the SAXS pattern changed from isotropic scattering ring to
two-bar like on the meridian for samples after orientation both at Portion B and C,
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which indicated the ‘‘original’’ lamellar stacks perpendicular to the stretching
direction were destroyed to form new oriented mesomorphic phase parallel to the
stretching direction with stretched-out chains conformation.
During shape recovery process, with increasing recovery temperature, the
intensity of scattering patterns along the equatorial direction for LCB-PLA samples
gradually decreased, which indicated that the initial deformation was reverted.
Besides, with increasing recovery temperature, the two-bar SAXS pattern on the
meridian gradually disappeared, which showed that the oriented mesomorphic phase
was destroyed and the stretched-out chains parallel to the stretching direction relaxed
and recovered. When the recovery temperature reached 120oC, streak-like scattering
pattern in the meridional direction together with two sharp triangular streaks in the
equatorial direction can be observed, indicating that shish-kebab crystalline structure
formed.

Fig. 10 2D-SAXS patterns of LCB-PLA at Portion B and Portion C during die drawing and shape
recovery process

The K(z) curves of LCB-PLA samples before and after shape recovery were
shown in Fig. 11(a), and the related Lac, Lc and La were shown in Fig.11(b). During
the orientation process, both for samples at Portion B and C, Lac, La and Lc all
increased. After shape recovery, with the increase of recovery temperature from 60°C
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to 120°C, the Lac and La continuously decreased, while the Lc changed slightly,
suggesting the approaching of lamellae and the curling of molecular chain of both
amorphous phase and oriented mesomorphic phase, which demonstrated the
occurrence of successive and continuous shape recovery in the temperature range of
80oC to 120oC.

Fig. 11 K(z) curves (a) and the average value of Lac, La, Lc (b) of LCB-PLA at Portion B and
Portion C during die drawing and shape recovery process

The curves of I(qy) of LCB-PLA samples were shown in Fig.12(a), and the Llateral
values were illustrated in Fig.12(b). As LCB-PLA samples were first drawn through
the die and then free drawn, the Llateral decreased. The chain slipping of LCB-PLA
would be restricted by its poor chain mobility, thereby fragmentation of neighboring
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crystal lamella occurring. After shape recovery, as the recovery temperature changed
from 60°C to 120°C, the Llateral of LCB-PLA samples both at Portion B and C
increased, which was attributed to the recovery of the mesomorphic phase and the
formation of shish-kebab crystalline structure.

Fig. 12 The I(qy) curves (a) and the average value of Llateral (b) for LCB-PLA during die drawing
and shape recovery process

In conclusion, the shape recovery mechanism of PLA and LCB-PLA sample was
quite different. As shown in Fig.13, for PLA, when it was drawn through the
converging die, shear-induced orientation and crystallization were hardly retained,
while in the subsequent free stretching stage, perfect oriented lamellar structure
formed. During shape recovery process, when the temperature reached 80°C (slightly
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higher than Tg of PLA), the chain segment in its amorphous phase relaxed, which
triggered shape recovery of the sample, resulting in a decrease of Lac and La. However,
with further increasing temperature from 80°C to 120°C, the relaxed chain segment of
the amorphous phase cannot provide enough driving force for shape recovery, and
thus the Lac, Lc and La maintained constant.
For LCB-PLA, lots of oriented mesomorphic phase formed during orientation
process of solid die drawing, which was easy to be damaged at elevated temperatures,
and thus together with amorphous phase, the oriented mesomorphic phase, can act as
switching domains. Upon heating, with increasing temperature from 60°C to 80°C,
the chain segment of amorphous phase relaxed, which triggered the first
macroscopical shape recovery, leading to the decrease of Lac and the La. Then, with
increasing temperature from 80°C to 120°C, the oriented mesomorphic phase
gradually relaxed resulting in the subsequent multi-shape recovery, and thus the Lac
and La further decreased. Besides, the increase of Llateral for LCB-PLA samples was
attributed to formation of shish-kebab crystalline structure.
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Fig. 13 Proposed morphology evolution of PLA and LCB-PLA during recovery

CONCLUSION
Highly oriented LCB-PLA was prepared through solid-phase die drawing
technology and its shape memory effect was studied by comparison with PLA. For
PLA, in the temperature range of 60~120 oC, only one-step recovery at 80oC with
recovery ratio of 21.5% can be observed, while, for LCB-PLA, multiple recovery
behavior with high recovery stress and high recovery ratio of 78.8% was achieved.
For oriented PLA, the recovery curve of the final sample showed the same trend with
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that of sample suffering just free drawing; while for oriented LCB-PLA, the recovery
curve of the final sample showed the same trend with that of sample drawn just with
die. After shape recovery, the mechanical properties of LCB-PLA showed a linear
downward trend with the recovery temperature. The oriented mesomorphic phase
together with the amorphous phase of LCB-PLA can act as switching domains, and
upon heating, the chain segment in these domains gradually relaxed, triggering the
continuous shape recovery and resulting in decreasing of Lac and La. By regulating the
recovery temperature of oriented LCB-PLA, both self- reinforced and self-fastening
effects were achieved simultaneously for PLA as bone fixation material.
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Figure captions
Fig. 1 Photos of shape recovery process for oriented PLA and LCB-PLA after
recovery at different temperature
Fig. 2 DMA curves of oriented (a) PLA and (b) LCB-PLA during shape recovery
process; (c) Recovery stress of oriented PLA and LCB-PLA
Fig. 3 Three distinct zones of PLA samples during die drawing
Fig. 4 2D-WAXD patterns of oriented PLA and LCB-PLA samples after die drawing
and recovery
Fig. 5 The effect of die drawing process and free drawing process on the recovery
ratio of oriented PLA and LCB-PLA samples
Fig. 6 Mechanical properties of PLA (a) and LCB-PLA (b) after recovery at different
temperature
Fig.7 2D-SAXS patterns of PLA at Portion B and Portion C during die drawing and
shape recovery process
Fig. 8 K(z) curves (a) and the average value of Lac, La, Lc (b) of PLA during die
drawing and shape recovery process
Fig. 9 The I(qy) curves (a) and the average value of Llateral (b) for PLA during die
drawing and shape recovery process
Fig. 10 2D-SAXS patterns of LCB-PLA at Portion B and Portion C during die drawing
and shape recovery process
Fig. 11 K(z) curves (a) and the average value of Lac, La, Lc (b) of LCB-PLA at Portion
B and Portion C during die drawing and shape recovery process
Fig. 12 The I(qy) curves (a) and the average value of Llateral (b) for LCB-PLA during
die drawing and shape recovery process
Fig. 13 Proposed morphology evolution of PLA and LCB-PLA during recovery
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